
 

Foundations of Data Science:

Estimation - 

Principle of confidence intervals



Last Lecture

1. Parameter

   - value of a statistic (e.g. mean or max) in population

   - parameter in distribution (e.g. mean, variance of normal)

2. Point estimator

   - Method of converting sample into estimate of paramater

   - E.g. Mean of sample (  ) estimates mean of population

3. Point estimator is random variable

   - a different random sample from population =>

     different value of point estimator

   - But we only have one sample, so only one value

4. For mean, standard error of mean gives width of sampling

    distribution  



Today

1. How to convert inferred sampling distribution of estimator

    into a confidence interval

2. How to compute a confidence interval for mean of large sample

   - z distribution 

3. Confidence intervals of parameters other than the mean

   - Bootstrap

4. How big should a confidence interval be?

5. How to calculate a confidence interval for mean of a small

   sample - t ditribution



Confidence interval of the mean of a sample from a

distribution with unknown mean and known variance



E.g.: Confidence intervals of mean of 100 samples

from normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1
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Definition of a confidence interval



Definition of a confidence interval





e distribution of the standardised sample mean

of a large sample
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Method of estimating the confidence

interval of the mean of a large sample



Methods of estimating confidence intervals
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E.g. Japanese restaurant reservation times





Reporting confidence intervals





Summary so far

- Confidence intervals for mean of large samples

- General definition of confidence intervals

- Example of theoretical method of computing confidence

   intervals from sample data  
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Principle of bootstrapping

- Treat the sample like a

   population

- Resample estimator

   from it to get

   sampling distribution

- Sample is similarly

   to population for a large

   sample



Bootstrap confidence interval for the mean



General formulation of the bootstrap



Bootstrap coin year
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Confidence intervals are a random interval
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How big should a confidence interval be?



How big should a confidence interval be?

- Say 68% confident of being in

   2 years of the true date

- What could go wrong if the 

   estimated date is further away?
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Small samples



e t-distribution



Confidence intervals with small samples



Using the t-distribution to calculate a confidence interval



Summary

1. Principle and meaning of confidence intervals

2. Confidence intervals of the mean of a large samples (n > 40)

    computed theoretically

    - z distribution

3. Confidence intervals for more types of estimator 

   computed using the bootstrap

4. Confidence intervals of the mean of a small sample (n < 40)

    computed theoretically

    - t distribtion 


